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Cognitive and Communicative Abilities
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According to Premack (1983),
only nonhuman primates could
learn some level of symbolic
reference ….. and acquisition of
such reference actually changes
how they processes
information…
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Mowrer; Grosslight & Zaynor: Operant
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Response
Nonreferential
food reward

Failure to learn
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Todt: Model/Rival

Humans demonstrate
the behavior to be
acquired

social
information
processor
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Questions to be asked:
➢ How are resources allocated within the avian
brain—a brain that is physically smaller and
somewhat differently organized from, but that is
still evolutionarily similar, to that of primates?
Bird

Human
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In 1970s, almost nothing known about
avian brain

2005 Nature Reviews Neuroscience shows
equivalent functional cortical area

Brain Behavior & Evolution 2005
shows equivalent relative size…
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Psittaciforms are indicated by the gray circles
and primates by the open circles
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PLOS 2015 demonstrates specific

area for imitation in parrot brains in
addition to vocal learning

PNAS 2016 shows neural density in
parrot and corvid brains much
higher than for primates of
equivalent weight
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The past and present:
Labels for objects, colors, shapes,
categories, etc.
Concepts of category,
same/different, absence, relative
size, number, joint attention
Recursion, conjunction, transfer,
intention, etc. Fast mapping of a
sort
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Symbolic reference does not guarantee, but ENABLES
abstract thought:
An individual that can represent an object, an action, an
attribute, etc., by a symbol can mentally manipulate that
symbol, releasing thought processes from the here-and-now
Actions can be planned, tested, and altered without being
physically embodied.
In layman’s terms: “Your hypothesis dies, not you….”
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So…what evidence do we have that
symbolic representation affects
cognitive processing?
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Focus will be on one of several possible topics
➢ Same-Different
➢ Delayed Gratification
➢ Number Concepts
➢ Optical Illusions
➢ Probability
➢ Inference by Exclusion
14
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Part 1: Same-Different

15

Same-Different is NOT simply
➢ Identity vs non-identity

?

➢ Differences in entropy

16
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Rather, according to Premack (1983), same-different judgement for two
items requires:
➢ a feature analysis of the objects being compared,
➢ recognition that objects can simultaneously exhibit
attributes that involve both similarity and difference,
➢ the ability to understand which attributes are being
targeted based on questions of either similarity or
difference
Here objects are different shape, different color but
presumably same material
17

An appropriate response requires that a subject:
➢ attend to multiple aspects of two different objects
➢ determine, from a verbal question, whether the response
is to be based on sameness or difference
➢ determine, from the exemplars, exactly what is same or
different (i.e., what are their colors/shapes/materials?)
➢ produce, verbally, the label for the hierarchical category of
the appropriate attribute
Task is a clear instance in which symbolic reference is critical for success
– and is failed by subjects lacking such abilities (Premack, 1983)
18
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Alex, a Grey parrot with symbolic reference,
succeeded in this task…including sets of objects
and attributes for which he had no labels

(Peppeberg, Anim. Learn. Behav. 1987; Curr Opin. Behav
Sci. 2021)

He responded to “What’s same?” OR “What’s different?” with
the labels “color”, “shape”, or “mah-mah (matter)”— or, if
nothing was same or different, with “none”

NB: Was not simply saying ‘same’ or ‘different’; had to vocally
produce a hierarchical category label from ~ 70 label repertoire
Only apes with reference could succeed on a related task (Premack, 1983)
19

All objects in lab
that were NOT
used for training
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Totally novel objects
he had never before
seen…
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Making sure Alex
wasn’t just targeting
the “odd” attribute…
i.e., able to state one
of two attributes that
were same (or
different)
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Learning about the
concept of “absence”

Pepperberg, I.M. (1988b). Acquisition of the
concept of absence by an African Grey parrot:
Learning with respect to questions of
same/different. JEAB, 50:553-564.
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Learning to state “none”
if nothing were same or
different on small set of
items,
Then tested on other sets
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Alex thus performed at the level of apes
also trained on symbolic representation,
and somewhat like 4 yr old children trained
on 2-item array-based MTS tasks
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Part 2: Delayed Gratification
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Delayed gratification involves EXECUTIVE FUNCTION….
Abilities that are cognitive in nature, that require the
subject to exert self-control, working memory (i.e., the
exact goal during delays) and flexibly update their choices
depending onn the cost:benefit ratio of any given trial
In humans, these abilities when shown in children translate
to better outcomes in their adult lives (Mischel and
colleagues).
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We became interested in studies on exclusion, partially
because we had some data on linguistic ‘mutual
exclusivity’ during label acquisition…. (i.e., if the object is
labeled “cup”, how can it be “green”?)
Pepperberg, I.M., & Wilcox, S.E. (2000). Evidence for a form of mutual exclusivity during label acquisition by Grey parrots ( Psittacus
erithacus)? J. Comp. Psych. 114:219-231
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Delayed Gratification:
The “Marshmallow Test” with
children….
Mischel, in the 70s, tested 600 ~4 yr
old children, giving them one
marshmallow, and telling them if they
could wait 15 mins, they could have a
second…

30
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Not all succeeded, but those who did seemed able to
distract themselves in various ways

When tracked many years later, those who
succeeded on the task generally had much more
successful lives

Although recent studies have shown cultural/SES reasons for
some failures…
31

Nevertheless, being able to wait suggests the
ability to plan for the future, to exhibit selfcontrol, etc…some very human behavior
patterns
The task can involve waiting for more, waiting
for something better; delay maintenance or
not; can have the experimenter/reward visible
or invisible
32
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Particular format is important…
Mischel used a task that required:
➢ Choosing to wait…
➢ Delay maintenance …
possibility of ‘breaking’ at any
time…
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Has been done with many different nonhumans—apes seem
to be able to wait for both more and better, but birds
mostly for better…and not very long for more

Avian maximum (ONE corvid, one trial) ~ 11 min
(most shorter, ~ 2 min, cockatoos for “better”)
But birds had to keep treat in beak –tho’ some could cache it
34
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Our Grey, Griffin, in contrast, had previously
demonstrated the capacity to wait for up to
15 mins for something better…

Koepke et al., 2015 (J. Comp. Psychol.)
on an exact replica of the Mischel task

35
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Not only did he succeed, but he
replicated many of the self-distracting
behavior patterns shown by children
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The question now was whether after this success,
would he also wait for “more”?
On some preliminary tests, we had him choose
between three cashew halves and two cashew
eighths (the same relative proportion as the
corvids)…
He waited mostly a few seconds and in only
one trial, 1 minute.
38
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Could we somehow improve his executive function
without actually training him to ‘wait’?— which would
defeat the purpose of the task…
What if we introduced symbolic distancing?
That is, lessen the hedonic value of the reward?
Mischel and Moore (1973) found that
photographs helped children to wait longer
And studies with adults use money, which can
also be considered symbolic…
39

The symbolic studies differed in a few other ways from the
original with respect to design…
Here the children were shown pictures of both the better
and lesser reward…NO physical reward was present

And could ring a bell to call the experimenter in at any time to
break the delay…if they did, they received the lesser reward

Despite these changes, the basic idea was the same…
40
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We also drew inspiration from use of tokens in
reverse-reward-contingency studies
where subjects choose between a large and a small
amount of food, and must select the smaller of the two
options to receive the larger reward
For example, they fail with food but succeed when
Arabic numerals represent the quantities (apes,
Boysen & Berntnson, 1995)
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We thus trained Griffin on a 1:1 association between
small wooden hearts and nut pieces…

1 vs 2; 2 vs 3; 3 vs 4; 4 vs 5
42
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Used basically the same protocols as in Koepke (2015)
Because no difference then w/ experimenter and/or reward
present or absent, we chose to have experimenter and
reward present

We contrasted BOTH 2 vs 3 and 3 vs 4 so a particular
number did not cue a behavior
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Trial types:
➢ Randomized side of initial choice
➢ Randomized numbers of nuts
➢ Randomized control trials—bird asked to
“wait” for the lesser reward (tests that
“wait” is not a command)
➢ Randomized different time delays (tests
that bird is not taught to extend wait time)
44
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Procedure:
10 trials for each delay time (10s, 40s, 160s,
320s, 640s, 900s), in each condition: 2 vs 3
nuts, 3 vs 4 nuts; right vs left for initial choice

One control trial for each delay, in each
of various conditions
Delay time and conditions randomized so
Griffin could not anticipate how long he
would have to wait…
144 trials total (120+24 controls)
45

In all cases, however, in order to succeed he had to
demonstrate delay maintenance…he could ‘break’
at any time, like the children

Almost all trials videotaped;
~ 10% of trials reviewed by independent
observer

46
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Griffin succeeded on all trials
3 tokens

4 tokens

Percentage Successful
Trials

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
10

40

160

320

640

900

Seconds Waited
109/120 (90.8%) of trials (binomial test, chance of ½, p < .001)
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For a three token reward, he waited on 54/60 (90%) of
trials (binomial test, p < .001, two tailed);
For a four token reward, he waited on 55/60 (91.7%) of
trials (binomial test, p < .001; two-tailed)
For all individual times, he waited on a statistically
significant number of trials, p ≤ .01 (two-tailed)
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No difference for three versus four tokens, χ2 (N=1, 10) = .091, p =
.763 (two-tailed), nor for the various different wait times, χ2 (N=5,
10) = 8.06, p = .153 (two-tailed).

In 22/24 of control trials (91.7%; p <.001), he appropriately elected to
choose tokens representing the larger reward almost immediately (<1 to
3 seconds) rather than to wait for the smaller token reward—”wait” was
NOT a command
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Not learning to wait…but to distract himself
2

Waited (1) or Not (0)

F(1,118) = 0.924; R2 = 0.008, p = .338

1

0
0
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40

60

80

100

120

Session Number
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He engaged in the SAME self-distracting
behavior patterns as in the earlier study

He was not food-satiated…parrots have a very high
metabolism and previous studies showed that waiting
at least an hour after a meal or other training was
sufficient to engender interest in cashews
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A test of the overall model (logistical regression) was not
statistically significant—reward number and delay time
combined did not predict
successful waiting, χ2(2) = 0.23 p = 0.88.

The Wald criterion further demonstrated that, individually,
neither delay time [Wald χ2(1) = 0.13, p = 0.72], nor reward
number [Wald χ2(1) = 0.097, p = 0.76],
affected successful waiting.

52
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When tokens replace hedonic rewards, Grey parrots have the
same skills as young children:
Tokens, tho’ of little interest themselves, WERE meaningful,
as he did not succeed on every trial…
He appropriately failed control trials, going for the larger
number immediately…
On a (rare) failed trial, he waited 823/900 sec, suggesting he
simply couldn’t maintain the full delay
53

Given this success, have we trained his executive
function—but not the label ‘wait’—so that he can
succeed on trials with hedonic rewards?

Recent data demonstrates ‘yes’!

54
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The point, as ever, is to
emphasize the intelligence of our
companion birds so as to
appreciate the ways in which we
can interact with them
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Part 3: Inference by Exclusion

56
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We became interested in studies on exclusion, partially
because we had some data on linguistic ‘mutual
exclusivity’ during label acquisition…. (i.e., if the object is
labeled “cup”, how can it be “green”?)
Pepperberg, I.M., & Wilcox, S.E. (2000). Evidence for a form of mutual exclusivity during label acquisition by Grey parrots ( Psittacus
erithacus)? J. Comp. Psych. 114:219-231
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“wood”

“key”

“green wood”, “green key”
58
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“truck”

“yellow”

“blue”

“key”
59

What is a more general form of exclusion and why
study it?

If done properly, is a strong test of inferential
abilities…

60
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Like most cognitive capacities, exclusion
involves a range of types of competence

Some more complicated than others

Let’s look at a simple form first…

61

You, who are very familiar with a specific item…
e.g. the “ GREEN BALL”….
are next shown the following….

And then told to pick the
“GLIPSNERK” …
“GLIPSNERK” = ????
62
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But you know what to choose

simply because it isn’t the GREEN BALL

supposedly EXCLUSION!
Was argued that this was the mechanism by
which young children (and some nonhumans)
learned novel labels

63

But

incomplete understanding of the label…

Thus, if in a second round I gave you

GLIPSNERK = ????
64
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So, does GLIPSNERK refer to the color or
shape or is it a proper name?

You really don’t know!
So, the subject didn’t necessarily immediately
learn a specific new label, just learned that new
objects likely were correlated with new labels
Different levels of comprehension can be tested
by exclusion, some weak, some strong
65

Exclusion is now commonly studied in the physical mode:
when two hidden objects are present, and one is shown to
be removed, do subjects know where to find the remaining
object?
In early studies on birds: Caching crows
succeeded, but parrots (keas) failed….
But depended on a task design that favored
the crows’ ecology…caching food in tubes

66
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Although the following studies do not directly
require symbolic representation for success,

the capacity for abstract thought is required, and
possibly the prior work on linguistic mutual exclusivity
provided some background….
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Let’s look at the basic 2-cup task, originated by
Premack & Premack (1994) and adapted by Call
(2004)

68
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If I place a nut under each cup while
you watch, remove the nut from the
light grey cup while you watch (a
“visible” displacement)… and ask
you to find the nut; you’d choose
the dark cup…

But…imagine if somehow you just didn’t “get” it….that you
just chose by chance, thought the cup I had touched was
“where to find nuts”, or learned to avoid cup I touched…
Some animals act in those ways…
69

Now, the animal isn’t necessarily dumb…

One without experience with hidden objects might believe
both nuts could have disappeared…or one had somehow been
replenished…

Or possibly the animal just doesn’t see the point of paying
attention, because over the course of 20 trials (a standard
session), it knows it will get a bunch of nuts just by chance!

70
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We tested several Grey parrots on both “visible” and
“invisible” (out of the bird’s line of sight) displacements….
The birds were shown that each cup had one of
two equally desired treats….

Now, we removed one treat
(e.g., the candy corn), either
visibly or invisibly

71

In the visible condition, the bird can simply learn to
remember the side from where the treat was removed…

?

72
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In the invisible task, the bird doesn’t see
the removal, but sees you holding the
candy corn afterwards….

?

Can he infer the place
where the heart
should be?
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In the “visible” instance it could visually track
what had happened….

Only in the “invisible” condition could it really
be making a choice by EXCLUSION….

That is, by seeing that the experimenter had
treat A in hand, and inferring where treat B
remained…

74
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We used four Grey parrots:
Two in my lab, and two that were pets,
to see if laboratory experience was
important

Pepperberg, I.M., Koepke, A., Livingston, P., Girard, M., & Hartsfield, LA. (2013).
Reasoning by inference: Further studies on exclusion in Grey parrots (Psittacus
erithacus). J. Comp. Psychol 127:272-281
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In these studies, we carefully controlled for:
➢ odor: ensuring birds chose randomly when
presented with tray with one treat hidden and
no manipulation
➢ association: ensuring birds chose randomly
when presented with tray with both treats
hidden, no manipulation, but experimenter ate
one of the same types of treat in full view

76
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➢ Local enhancement: tested whether birds
either chose or avoided handled cup by
handling both cups equally whatever the
task
➢ Interobserver reliability by having multiple
observers score each trial and/or videotaping
trials for later scoring

77

* = p < 0.05; ** = p < 0.01
78
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BUT…were birds just avoiding cup from
which they inferred something was
removed?

Do they actually infer something is still in
the other cup?

79

Repeat…Now on
some trials, have
two treats, of
differing value,
under each
cup…e.g., two
hearts versus two
pieces of chow

remove either one piece of chow or one heart…

80
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If birds are tracking which
treat is where, should always
choose the heart cup….

Which they did…

81

* = p < 0.05; ** = p < 0.01
82
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Thus, birds were not simply
avoiding a cup from which
something had been removed
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These experiments are thought to
test the disjunctive syllogism

A or B; not A, therefore B

A and B are evaluated as a
pair

84
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Equally possible, however, is the idea that both
A and B are plausible likelihoods…

Work of Mody & Carey, 2016

Issues all previous studies failed to entertain
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(a)

(b)

?

?

?

?

(c)

A or B

Maybe A,
Maybe B

(d)

Not A

X

√

(e) Therefore B

X

?

(f) Maybe B
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In an attempt to distinguish
between these two alternatives,
Mody & Carey (2016) designed 3and 4-cups tasks, which we gave
to Griffin

Pepperberg, I.M., Gray, S.L., Cornero, F.M., Mody, S., & Carey, S.
(2019). Logical reasoning by a Grey parrot (Psittacus erithacus)?
A case study of the disjunctive syllogism. Behaviour 156:409-445
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(a)

(b)
A
(c)

C or D
(d)

?
√

?

?

(e)

100% A

50%C, 50% D
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(a)

(b)

A or B
(c)

C or D
(d)

Not A

X

√

?

?

(e)

0%A, 100% B; 50%C, 50% D
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The 3-cup task demonstrates the degree
of “certainty” subjects entertain

If subjects are using the “maybe A, maybe B”
approach, they will fail on the 4-cup task, choosing
amongst 3 likely cups randomly.

90
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Results for 3 and 4 Cups Tasks

100
90

*
3 Cups

*

Percentage Correct

80

*

4 Cups
*
*

*

70
60

*

50
40
30
20
10
0

Griffin

2.5 yr

3 yr

4 yr

5 yr

Subjects
Children's data from Mody & Carey (2016)
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Griffin clearly outperformed even
the 5-year-olds

And the 2.5-year-olds clearly could not do
the 4-cups task; they also show less
“certainty” on the 3-cups task.
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Do the youngest children fail because
they lack linguistic knowledge?

94
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Interestingly, children have to be about 3 yrs
old before they have functional use of “or”

That is, respond to queries such as “Do you want
carrots or peas?”
But Griffin—although he does speak and understands
speech—and is given choices—to our knowledge does
not have a formal, functional “or”
95

However, the exclusion task also places a burden on visual
working memory….
And other data from our lab show that even 8 yr olds are
challenged in a VWM task involving 4 objects (Pepperberg &
Pailian, 2017) …
But that Griffin is NOT challenged by such working memory
issues….
And a separate study (Clements et al., 2018) shows that he
understands probability
96
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Thus Griffin’s data suggest that formal “language” is
not a prerequisite for some understanding of a
human logical construct

As does a recent similar study on
baboons (Ferrigno et al., 2021)
Though probability and VWM might be involved in this task (prepoints in baboons and sometimes Griffin)
97

HOWEVER….each child had only a very few trials;
we had only one parrot so Griffin (as did the
baboons) had MANY trials…

Maybe he had simply learned to go to the cup
next to the empty one?

98
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We therefore did two more experiments to force him
to ‘gamble’—

To see if he would choose one of the cups on the 50% side

99

Experiment 3 had 16 “regular” trials with a nut, plus 8 trials
in which he saw that nothing was put in what should be
the 100% side
To ensure he wasn’t just avoiding “empty”, we also
performed Experiment 4
16 “regular” trials with a nut (which he liked), plus 8 trials
in which a Skittle (which he adored), rather than another
nut, was put in the 50%-50% side
100
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Choice of Cup Next to Empty
*
*

Percent Choice

100
90
80

94

81

70
60
50

38

40

After
failure

30
20
10

0

0
Exp't 3

Non-gambling

Exp't 4

Gambling
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Although Griffin’s data are compelling, they STILL
do not rule out alternative explanations….

For example, a simple mental model involving crossing out
one location along with a rudimentary understanding of
probability would suffice

102
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Recently, Gautam, Suddendorf, & Redshaw (2021) argued
that a further test is necessary (somewhat like our
“empty” condition), in which subjects must empty A, and
are then given a second choice:

They must infer that B is empty, and choose between C or
D…here they have 2 correct choices among 3 cups, so
chance is (67%) and correct responses would have to be
close to ceiling…
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(a)

(b)

A or B
(c)

C or D
(d)

Show A

√

X?

?

?

(e)

100%A, 0%? B; 50%C, 50% D
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We recently finished giving this task to Griffin:

He ALWAYS chose the baited cup on his first trial; on his
second trial, he chose the other side, 16/17 trials, 94.1%, p =
.010.
He again bested all but 5 yr old children
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He probably didn’t just learn to empty one side and then
switch as his one error was on his 6th trial…BUT….

Further tasks, in progress, are needed to demonstrate if
he can learn the formalism of “or” and “not”

to determine what kinds of cognitive processing underlie the
abilities demonstrated here
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Leahy & Carey (2020) argue that to fully succeed on exclusion,
a subject needs modal, not minimal concepts….
Minimal concepts are not trivial…the subject evaluates the
situation, makes a prediction and acts on it…
But only with modal concepts can the subject entertain
multiple possibilities as a basis for action…
Let’s go back to the 4-cup study and Suddendorf’s criticisms…
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You know there is one treat on each side.
If you chose Y on 1st try and it is empty, and you understand
exclusion, you SHOULD go to G on 2nd try…that is, you are
making an inference about G AND probabilities, that that side
is a better bet—a modal concept
But if you choose Y on your first try and it is full, you don’t have
to make a specific inference about G…you can just assume
you’ve emptied that side and switch—a minimal concept
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To go back to Premack’s initial claims…clearly
symbolic representation is not limited to primates…
Does symbolic representation affect the way
nonhumans process information?
Symbolic representation likely provides a tool that
enables a subject to function at its maximum
capacity…to be able to keep multiple concepts in play
simultaneously
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So—birds, separated from humans by ~300 million years of
evolution…acquire symbolic representation

Matching or outperforming children ~ 5 yrs of age
110
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Questions?
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